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CALCULATION OF TUBULAR RADIATORS OF THE AUTOMOBILE TYPE.* 
By L. Richter. 
The cooling capacity of automobile and airplane radiators 
has, hitherto, had to be determined experientally for each par-
ticular type and, indeed, for every change in the dimensions 
and in the velocity of the air, since, in spite of valuable re-
searches, no reliable general method of lcu1ation was known. 
•	 We propose to show how to calculate the cooling capacity 
of all radiators through which the air flows in separate stream-
lets, &hether enclosed in actual tubes or not and whatever 
oss-sectional shape the tubee may have.*** The first part 
will give the fundamental principles for calculating velocity 
of the air in the tubes and the heat exchange by radiation, 
conduction and convection, and show, by examples, the agreement 
of the calculation with e.xperiments.**** In the second part, 
the effect of the dimensions and conditions of operation on 
the heat, exchange will be. systematically investigated. 
* From "ej.tchJ?jft fiir angewandte Mathematik und Eechanik," 
August 1 1925, pp. 293-313. 
I,	 fl	 ,,	 I, 
** P1z, "Kuhlun und Kuhle.r fur Flu gmotoren," erlin,. 1920; 
Praetorius, "Die Kuhiung 1ichter Ver'orennun gsinotoren,." Berlin, 
,
Pulz, above reference, p.73.. According to this definition, 
the fo:Liowing investigation also includes the s'o-ca1le ribbed 
or gilled raiators.. 
This section. contains the essential portion of the writer's 
graivatior dissertation at the Dresden Technical High School.
0
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CALCULATION FRINCIPLS AND EXAMPLES. 
1. Velocity of the air in the radiator.- The radiator is 
supposed to be eubjeOted to an air stream of the same cross-
section as the face of the radiator ani flowing everywhere paral-
lel to the axes of the air tubes. The anRie between the air 
stream an the mdiator face is assumed to differ but little from 
a right angle . . If 
Fet is the area of the radiator face in m2, 
Fe	 is the total free cross-section of the air intake, 
F1 , F2 '...F	 is the total free 'cross-section of the inside 
4
air passage3 at different distances from the radiator face and 
if
Fa is the total free cross-section of the air exit, then 
the air permeability of the radiator is represented by the ratios 
= Fe/Fet,	 cp = Fn/F 5 t	 and	 a = Fa/Fet. 
The radiator .cons±ts of n like tubes 'of,the length i (in m) 
and of either constant or variable cross-section and is charac-
'terized by the interior cross-sectional 'area f sr.d it's circum-
ference u or the equivalent diameter, 
I
	
	 d=4f/u	 (i)	 - 
The latter is treasured. in mm, unless otherwise stated and is, for 
the circular cross-section, equal to the eometric diameter. 
For a square cross-section, d equals one side of the square. 
The free air stream in front of the radiator has the rela-
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tivo velocity Wf
. The air in the entrance cross-section has 
the mean relative velocity We	 In the cross-s ection F1 , 
F, Fa and behind the radiator, the air stream has the re-
sp ective relative velocities W. . W . . .W. VL . ar W,	 ii 
-	 ii'	 a	 ---
measured in rn/s. The disturbance of the flow by the fan, en-
gine and other obstructions, either in front of or behind the 
radiator, which are difficult to determine mathematically, was 
disregarded, as likewise any negative pressure behind the radi-
ator due to the manner of installing. 
The energy of the air stream, in front of the radiator is 
partially lost during the entrance, passage through the radia-
tor and exit and is partially retained in the emerging air 
stream. For 1 kg of air, we accordingly bave* 
	
r2	 n 
._e_ + E i w i .A.L +	 + !.	 ( 2) 
	
2g	 -e2g	
1=1	 d	 a2g 2g 
Furthermore, we have the continuity equations 
1 
W e	 (VJ1/F)W 
=	 Wa(F/Fa)W	 i/a)i
.	 (3) 
= (F/F1)	 Wh_(F/Fst)Wl =	 1 
from which we obtain
_________________________ (4) 
+ a + i 
* Only approximate, because it is assumed that the static p res-
sure in the free air stream before and immediately behind the 
radiator is the same. The later examples demonstrate the cor-
rectness of this assuntjon.
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and also the values of W2 and W3•...W. 
For tubes of constant cross-section 
Fe. = .F1	 = Fp = Fa = F 
1	 = •. .. = 
n = e	 and therefore the 
passage velocity	 .
(4a) 
2g	 l/d + a + 
	
The coefficients	 and a for a sud .'en contraction or 
expansion (Htte I, 24th edition, pp. 376 and 3Q) and rp2 for 
the energy of the air behind the radiator, as likewise the sum 
+	 + •çp 2 are combined in Fig. 1. 
We have, according to Fritzsohe,*
-c• 148
(5) 
in which "y derotes the mean specific gravity of the air in the 
radiator in kg/rn . By introducing this and g = 9.81 into for-
mula (4a) we obtain
W 
w=	 - -	 ____________________ 
+ a + 2 + 118.1 (yw)° 18 d_2G9l 
* Ht'
.itte I, 24th edition, p.536. According to this, we hap, for 
the pressure loss in meters of the fluid column, h =
	 W Lid 
with d in mm, 1. in mters and W in m/s, while, for smooth 
tube, we would have h =
	 t/D with 0 in cm, 1 in m, V 
in cm/s, g in cm/s2 and X
	 A('	 with the kinetic viscosity 
1) in cm2/s. 
For like tube dimensions an .i pressure losses, we would thus ob-
tain	 = 0.01962 .	 -. 
According to Blasius
	 Ombeck	 Froffrn 
A =.	 0.316	 0,242	 0.399 
n =
	 0.25	 0,224	 0,27
(Cont. on next pae)
I
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The specific gravity of the entering air may be substituted 
for y without serious error. In the first ap-ooxirnation, W 
may be substituted for Wf and the value of W be calculated 
from forraula.(4), (4a) or (4b). By putting the value thus ob-
tamed under the radical again, we obtain the value of W 
with sufficient accuracy. 
In Table I, according to foreign experiments,* the valuos 
for the velocity W in the radiator tubes, as obtained from 
the velocity of the air behind the radiator and the continuity 
equation W =- h •P, are compared with the values obtained 
from formula (4) and show a good agreement with the experi:ients. 
The greater deviation in line 19 (16%) is probably• due to the 
transition from vortical to laminar flow and in line 22 (19.6%) 
to an experimental error.	 --

(Continuation of footnote from p.4.;) 
For comparing the different formulas, ?. or 0.01962 	 is plot-

ted in Fig. 2 for e tube of 6 mm diameter at an air pressure of 
735.5 mm Hg, 30°C, specific gravity y	 1.13 kg/rr	 and a ki-
netic viscosity	 0.165 for air velocities between 2 and 
50 rn/s. Velocities of loss than 5 m/.s, however, lie below the 
critical velocity. 
The diagthm dcrnonstrãtcs that the loss by friction may be 
charactcrizod,.a.ccording to Fritzscho's formula, as that of a 
slightly rough tube, whereby tho approximation to a quadratic 
function of the rcssurc loss is characteristic of thc v1ocity, 
as was also found in Fromm 1 s exp eriments ("Zeitschrift fur ange-
wandte iathcmatik und iochanik," 1923, p .339) . This was also 
(together with the convenience of the formula and the good 
agreement of the valuos obtained by its use for the velocity in 
the thhcs with the experimental results) the oason why it was 
retained in sDitc of theoretical deficiency (See Frpmrn, above 
reference, p.343), since, moreover, the roughness u could not 
yet bo determined numerically. 
* Von riobmoff, l untersuchung von Automobilkihlcrn' in 'Eitteil-
ungen iDcr Forschungsarbeiten, u
 No.93, a report on radiator ex-
periments at the Vienna Engine Vorks.
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The derived data, in fact, apply accurately only to a vor-
tical flow. Fig. 3 shows, for air at 1 atm. and 20°C in tubes 
of different dianeters, the critical velocities (Hitte I, 24th 
edition, p.536), below which we may expect deviations from the 
calculated values, although on account of the shortness of the 
tubes, the vortices in the inflowing air cannot yet come to 
rest. The velocities in automobilc radiators probably lie, 
however, mostly in the region of the vortical flow, so that tho 
given equatiois may be usod without hesitation. 
2. Heat transfernce .braiation.- How the order of magni-
tude of the ratio of the radiated heat to . the total amount of 
heat transferred can 'cc determined, will be shown with a Daimler 
V radiator, 200 mm deep,* which will also be used further as an 
exampi e,. 
From a surface element d. F, there will be transferred, 
by radiation per unit of time, the heat 
Qst = C [ ( T i/l00)4 - (T 0/100) 4 ] d Fj	 (6) 
1/c = 1/al
 + (l/	 - i/a) .a_	 (7) 
F2 
wherein, according to Nusselt,** 
* Vienna Engine Works (See Pulz, previous reference, p.44, and 
"Motor.en," XXIII/7, 10. 
** Nusrlt , 11 Der WarmeLbergang in dcr Gasmaschine in "Mitteil-
ungen ubor Forschungsarbcitcn,' No. 264, p. 7.
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is the coefficient of radiation of the heat-giving body, 
C2 is the coefficient of radiation of the surrounding medium, 
o is 4.7, the coefficient of radiation of the absolutely 
black body, 
F1 is. the radiating surface, 
is the sur'aco receiving the rad.iatiois. 
Tw is the absolute temperature of the radiator wall, dependent 
on the position of the surface clement, and 
T 0	 is the absolute temperature of the surrounding medium. 
T w is, at most, equal to the temp erature of the circum-
fluent water. For the approximate calculation of the heat radi-
ated from the lateral, front and inner surfaces of the tubes, 
on the assumption of a linear temperature fall in the direction 
of tho wat or flow, we put 
T	 TirE	 Oy
	 (8) 
T	 is the entrance temperature of. the water, 
e = Tijy' - TwA	 (9) 
h 
the temperature drop , TWA	 the exit temperature of the water, 
h the height of the radiator or (in radiators in which the
water does not flow vertically) the distance between the en-
trance nd exit and y the vertical distance between the given 
surface element and the water entrance. 
If we introduce ecuation (2)-into equation (6) and inte-
grate b:teen 0 and h, vie then obtain, for radiators with roe-
N.A.(.A. Technical Memorandum No. 344
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tangular front and uniform depth,. tho total heat radiated from 
surfaces with variable temperature 
5t= c/lO04EFl.[TE4_2 TlILhe +2 TvjE O2 h2_TWE e3 h3 +e4h'_T 4 ] (10) 
If we imagine the radiator, surrounded by a relatively 
large sphere, then some parallel of the spherical surface F 
will closely correspond to each portion of thc outer surface of 
the radiator. On the other hand, however, tho radiation from 
thc tubes, through their own walls, is limited. 
•
	
	 To the surface clement d
	 u d x (Fig. 4), there car-
responds only a fully capable radiation element d f - 
sina d f 1
, Which radiates through an end section on to a par-
allel clement of the sphere in such manner that the maximum 
angle a is given by the distance d of the portion of the sur-
face from the Opposite surface and the distance x of the sur-
face element from the front wall of the radiator: 
'sina	 a	 (11) 
By integration over the length of the tube, whereby the 
value, corresoonding to the two openings of tho tube, is to ho 
introducod double, we obtain, as the equivalent radiating sur-
face for the core consisting of n tubes, 
Fn i = n	 n u arc tan lId	 (12) 
On the radiator "Daimler V, 200 mm deep , U
 the upper surface,
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0.485 x 0.2 =. 0.097 m2 , at a constant absolute wall temperature 
of 349.4°, radiates, according to equation (io) with C 	 1.5, 
02 = 4.7 (the surrounding mediun being considered as absolutely 
black) and at a temperature of 293° absolute, 11.3 kg-cal/h, 
while the lower surface radiates 8.3 kg-cal/h at a constant 
absolute wall temperature of 337.9°. 
The equivalent tubular surface was calculated from equation 
(12) to bo 1.17 m2 , while the heat radiated by it was calculated 
as for the lateral surfaces of 2 X 0.28 x 0.2 = 0.112 and for 
the radiating portion of the frontal surfaces 
2 (i -
	
Fst	 0.079, from equation (10) with 
h = 0.280 m and 9 = 	 -337.9 --080	 41 
to amount in all to 135 kg-cal/st 
The total heat radiated therefore amounts to 
11.1 + 8.3 + 135.1 = 154.5 kg-cal/h. 
With the above limiting value C	 4.7, the radiated heat is
4•78.5 kg-ca1/st, which is about 1.3o of the amount trans-
ferred by conduction and convection. 
3. Heat transmission by conduction and convection.- The 
heat	 transmitted by conduction and convection through the
wall between the water and the air can be approximated by
i'T . A ..A. Technical icrorandum No. 344	 10 
O	 t1j' -	
= K	 ;I (t - - tL.) 
kF	 2L	 2rci
(13) 
•	 kF 
M 
lrF	 1c1 with	
'2M2m 
when both fluids arc heated by a temperature difference, which 
is small in comparison with thc difference between the mean tem-
peratures (mean between entrance and exit temperatures) on both 
sides of the separating wall 4 * Here 
trance temperatures of the water and 
M and m, the water eqiiva1ents in k 
of air and water flowing through per 
radiator surface in m; and k, the 
ductivity in kg_cal/h/m2/degree
twE and tLE arc the en-
air in degrees centigrade; 
-cal/h/°C of the quntities 
unit of time; F, the 
coefficient of heât con-
For great temperature changes in the fluids equation (13) 
must be replaced by the equation developed by Nusselt for heat 
transmission in the cross-current. With our previous symbols 
1 
= M ( twE - tLE -. 2. f t =11 d x	 (14) 
with	 10 
mM 
ty_h( t f t LE)e 1 [1 + / e- iJ1(2i	 dz	 (15) 
Here e is the basis of the natural logarithms and J 1 is the 
Bessel function of the first kind and order. By introducing 
" See footnote next page.
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equation (15) into equation (14), we obtain 
k2F2 
,	 Al 
QK(twEtLE) Ii - (1 +1 eF - 13_(2if)) cl)
	 (16) i	 °'	 o 
Table II. 
Correction coefficient q = KK/ KN for taking ' the cros-current 
into account. 
kF/M KF/iyp 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0' 10.0 15.0 
0.0 1.0. 0.984 0.948 0.865 0.695 0.600 0.567 0.2 0.997 0.986 ' 0.960 0.903 - - - 
0.5 q 0.984 0.979 0.968 0.923 0.690 - - 
1.0 ' 0.948 0.940 0.938 0.916 0.744 - - 
1.5 0.908 0.907 0.902 0.891 0.776 - - 
2.0 0.865 0.863 0.862 0.861	 J0.838 0.732 0.644
From Table II for 
0	 ^ 15 and 0
	 2 
m	
- M - 
the' value of the proportionality factor 
q= x_&	 ' (iSa) 
QN KN 
is to be taken, so that also, according to equation (14) the 
calculation is siniolified. 
In the coefficient of heat transmission 
k=	 1	 (17) 1	 aFT	 1 Fr 
- + -'----- + - 
	
XF	 awFw 
(*Foctnotc from p. 10.)	 --____________________ 
Nusecit, uDer Wrmebergang im Kreuzstrom," Z.d.V.d.I. 1911, 
p .2021. The approximation equation (35) applies to the case 
when Only the temperature of the air, but not of the water in 
the tubes, increases or decreases linearly in the direction of 
flow. 
S
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in which aL and	 denote the coefficients of heat transmis-

sion on the: wall for air an4 water; FL, the radiator surface 
in contact with the air; F, thc radiator surface in contact 
with the water; and.. Fr, a reduced radiator surface deterined 
by the geometrical shae of the wall. a/
	 (	 the thickness 
of the wall and X the coefficient of heat conduction of the 
wall), under the existing relations with respect to 1/aL and 
l/, is very small and may be disregarded. 
In the case of iron, that is, with X = 60 and with a wall 
thickness of 0.1 - 0.3 nirn 
0.00166 x i0
	 to 0.005 X i0, while 
1/o lies etween 1 and 6 x l0
	 and 
lies between 2 x 10
	 and 0.5 x lOs. 
According to Nusselt,* the mean coefficient of heat transmission 
for gases in the tubes, in a vortical flow, at the velocity W, 
iS	 O'786 
aLm	 22.60(Xm/D) (n/i)°°('r)	 (18) 
in kg_cai/m2/h/°C. Herein the equivalent diameter D is to be 
given in meters. 
If we assemble the like members and if we fix the specific 
heat for 1 kg of air between _3000 and 700C under constant pres-
sure at
0pm = 0.240 kg-cal/kg/°C 
* Nusselt, u fler	 im Rohr.	 Z.d.V.d.I. 1917, p.686.

HStte, 24th edition, I, p.459.
10 
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whereby the error amounts to plus or minus one to two thousandths, 
then
X O • 214	 160	 o54(1f	 \0• 786	 l8a) aLm = 22.23 m
	 m' 
wherein . is to be put in millimeters. Theoretically, the 
values for the coefficient of heat conduction 
m and the spe-
cific gravity Xrn should be taken at the mean temperature of 
the air and walls. It is sufficiently accurate, however, for 
the first approximation and often also for the final value, to 
take it for the temperature tL . tWF 
The heat transmission on the lateral surfaces* cn be cal-
culated, at an atmospheric pressure of 752 mm Hg, a wall tomp-
erature of 50°.0 and an air temperature of 20°O from 
6.14 VtO 78 4.60 e°
	
W kg-cal/ir?/li/°O	 (19) 
wherein Wf is the wind velocity in rn/s and e is the basis 
of the natural logarithms. Any change in this coefficient of 
heat transmission, due to changes in temperature, may be dis-
regarded in the present calculation, since the corresponding 
surfaces are relatively small. 
The formula
0.716 
	
aL = 0.0670 (X/D) (1273 +	 W0	 (20) 
Tim 
for cooling a cylinder by means of an air stream perpendicular 
to the axis,** is to he used for the heat transmission on the 
**Nusselt ,
 "De Kühlung eines Zylinders durch einen senkrecht 
zur Achse strOmenden Luftstrom, "O-esundheits-Ing." 1922, p.97. 
*Nusselt ,
 'Die Kiflhlung cincr ebenen Wand durch cinen Luftstrorn" 
in "Gesuncih. Ing." 1922, p. 641.
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front surface of a radiator having tubcs with rectangular cross-
sections at their ends because the flow around the ends of the 
thin partitions between the air passages has a certain similari-
ty with the flow around a cylinder having a diameter equal to 
the thickness of the partitions.
	 rrors in the value of 
for the sides and front surface have, moreover, but little ef-
fect on thc final result since these surfaces are small in coni-
parison with the total. inside surface of the tubes. 
In equation (20), D is expressed in meters. The moan 
- density m = 'm/981 and the viscosity of the air is 
2.41	 ka/s/m 
VIith regard to the differences in the velocity of the air 
before and behind the radiator, it is ad.visable in calculating 
the coefficient of heat transmission according to equation (20), 
to use tile velocity W in the tubes. From the thus-calculatoi 
• heat-transmission coefficients
	 and the corresponding area, 
it is advisable to obtain, before introduction in k, the 
mean value
Farn 
The effect of the portion of the cooling rfaces not in 
contact with the water is to be disregarded. It is evident from 
Fig. 5, a section throuh adjoining tubes parallel to the front 
surface, that the heat transmission can be compared to the case
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of a plate with uniform temperatures tW in the end sections. 
For a plate thickness a, which is small in comparison with d, 
we obtain from
	
Xa	 - 2 a (t - tL) =	 (22) 
dx2 
in which t denote the temperature in the given cross-soction, 
tL the temperature of the air, x the distance from a wall, 
the coefficient of heat transmission and X the coefficient 
of heat conduction, 
2 sin d2 
and, for the mean value of the wall temperature tm, 
	
t	 t	 2 (cos_cp - i)i 
tW_tL CPS1(P 
with
a 
cp-	 !'-__i	 I	 1°LL 
2 / ? 
The value	 tm	 can be uscd as a reduction factor 
- 
for the unwet cooling surface and isto be taken from Fig. 3. 
The ijdths of the sides of the tubes lie between 4 and 10 
mm, the viall thicknesses between 0.1 and 0.3 mm and the cooling 
effect of the intermediate cooling surfaces is only slightly 
less :t values for aL < 150 and. the given widths of the imme-
diate coo1in: surfaces (in contact ith iater). This differs 
from p iiz on p.83 of the reference already iven.
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Since Schiller ( tt Ucber don Stromungswiderstand von Rohrcn," 
Z.f.angew. Math. und Moch. 11 1923, p. 9) shows that laws of flow 
for cylindrical tubes, after the introduction of the equivalent 
diameter d =	 , also hold. true for square tubes with. very 
different side widths and the laws of heat transmission are in-
timately related to those of flow resistance, it will not so'em 
too bold to use the formulas of Sonnecken ( ttMitt. i1bcr Forsch-
ungsarbeiten," Nos. 108-109) for the heat transmission of water 
in rough cylindrical tubes 
= 735	 (I ^ 0.014 t1)
	
(25) 
in which D is the tube diameter in m, w the mean water 
volocity in mis, and. .t	 the wall temperature, also for heat 
transmission in radiators, where the water passages are long 
narrow rcctngular tubçs. of the length L and width g . In 
this case D =	 and, for L>g, (L+g)
D2 g
	 (26) 
However, in radiators whose air tubes are surrounded on 
all sides by water, the coefficient of heat transmission for 
water can be only estimated or c.etormined from experiments, e.g., 
those of Doblhoff, in the following manner. If ty and tL are 
the moan water and. air temperatures on both sides of the wall, 
whose mean temperatures, on the water and. air sides, are re-
spectively, t 1 and t2 , then the transmitted heat, known from
jT.A.J.A. Technical Memorandum No. 344 
the experiments, is 
Q=a 1'F (t1 1-t 1
 )=(X/d)Freã( t l ._ t2 )= c FL (t2 -t L )=k FL(ti-tL)	 (26) 
- In our cases, X/d is always very great and t 1 - t2 COfl-
sequently very small, so that t 1 approximately equals t 2 and. 
either one may be considered as equal to t. The wall surface 
FL, in contact with the air, is approximately equal to te um 
of Fw (in contact with the water) and FN (not in contact 
with the water). With calculated aL we find 
t = tL + ____ 
aLF 
and the desired coefficient for the transmission from the water 
to the tubes
a. =
	 (27) fl	 \\ 
F 1
 ( t
 - tL - aLFLJ 
For Frj	 FL
a. - _________________ 
- F ( t - tL) - Q/ c 
Tho arithmetical mean between the inflow and outflow temp-
eratures 'rc to be substituted for the temperatures 	 arIa tL.
In what follows, the values of a.W (from equation (27)) is 
used for comparison with the va1u c1cu1ated from equation 
(25).
17 
The mater equivalent of the air passing through the tubes
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(28) 
n ii 1 + 0 ( 10 -	 1 '1	 7 is to be multiplied by	 mi	 \f 
nul 
in order to obtain the total value including the share of the 
outer surface.
m = 3600 W F 
fi u + 2(b+h) (Wf/W)	 () 
The mean, value for inflow and outflow, or approximately at 
first the value of the inflow temperature. After a more accu-
rate calculation of thc total transmitted heat Q and. therewith 
the outflow temperature, 'rn and Q are to be corrected. 
4. Examples and comparison with experiments. 
a) Daimler V. 200 mm deep.- Table I gives the dimensions 
of the radiator. 
Wf
 = 38.6 mIs, velocity of air in front of radiator, 
tLE = 25.8°C, temperature of' air in front of radiator, 
• ' G	 = 4030 kg/h, qurntity of water flowing through. radiator, 
twE	 76.43°C, temperature of inflowiig water, 
= 1.16 kg/me , specific gravity of' air in frout of radiator. 
From equation (410) we obtain 
Vf	 25.1 rn/sec. 
as the velocity of the air in the radiator. The tcmerature for 
the heat transriission to thc air in thc tube is approximately 
put at tT + t1 = 51.1°C and the corresponding specific grav-
ity accordingly at
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1.16 273 + 25.3 = 1.07 and Y W = 26.9. 
fli	 273 + 51.1	 in 
With	 = 0.448,	 o.054	 1.091, d° 160= 0.759 
and ('YmW)°	 6= 13.26, we obtain, according to equation (18a), 
for the inner surface 
aLl = 109.5 kg.ca1/m2/h/OC 
The inner surface, cooled by direct contactwith the air, 
is 6.82 m2 , while the same area indirectly cooled and rrniltiplied 
by the reduction factor 8 = 0.983, for which aL = 110, 
1. = 100, hence	 = 1.1, is 6.71 m2 , thus giving a total
area of 13.53 m. For the outer surfae of 0.307 m 2 at 
= 38.6, aL2 = 105.5. For both frontal surfaces, with web 
2 mm and 0.86 mm wide, and 0.055 m 2 and 0.0238 rn2 total area, 
aL3 = 310 and. 480 at W = 25.6. The mean value for 
= is 109.9. The water flows through 64 rectangular 
compartments of about 1.6 X 195 mm (with a uniform diameter 
2 x 1.6 = 3.2 mm)in a total cross-section of 2 d m 2 with 0.56 
rn/s. Approximately t1 = L 1LE + 1f tV1	 so that, with 
aL + 
= 1100 approximately t = 71.5°C. 
From equation (25) we obtain a	 1120. According to equa-
tion (17), the coefficient of heat passage k = 92.4 and 
kF = 1404 and. the water equivalent of the passing water 
M	 4030 kg-call
.
 h/°C. For air, according to equation (28a), 
m = 2510,	 = 0.321, -- = 0.516 and approximately (from
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equation (13)) K = 0.220 or, more.accur3tel.y, for a cross-
current by multiplication by q 	 0.99, Kq 0.224 and (from 
equation (16)) the total transmitted heat 	 k = 45800 kg-cal/h,
from which follow the air and water exit temperath.ires 
tLA = tLE + Q,k/ m = 44. 1°C and t fA = t .rE .- Qk' = €35 
eneral1y this approximation suffices. More accurate val-
ues can he obtained by a recalculation in the following manner, 
using the numbers obtained in theapproximae calculation. 
The mean air temperature tLW tLE±I tLA 
2 
The moan water	
= t + t 
2 
The ine:n wall	 t	 = 67.5 
from which we obtain the moan temperature 	 +67.5 = 51.2°C
(above aiproximate1y 51.1) doôisive for the calculation of thc 
coefficient of heat transmission, ry1,	 1.07 and.	 = 109.9
(as above), a = 4120 X 0.136 X 1.946 = 1090, k = 92, 
kF = 1292 and M = 4030 (as above). On the contrary, vie now 
obtain for the.air in the tube	 = .1.125 and accordincly 
= 2-30, ]&. = 0.321,	 0.332, K	 0.225, K1, = 0.223
and the total transmitted heat Q1 = 45500 k g-cal/h. In the. 
experiment, the tempraturo of the outflowing water was 64.9°C, 
which gires a total transmitted heat 
Q = (76.43 - 64.9) X 4030 = 46500
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which diffes by only 2.1% (radiation and error) from the cal-
oulated result. 
As determined, according to equation (27), from calculated 
value of aL, as likewise from the transmitted heat Q and 
the moan water and. air temperature,	 = 1140 and accordingly 
agrees well with the result calculated from equation (25). 
b) Dr. Zimmorman 7 s radiator (Do'olhoff's exDeriments).-
Tho calculation corresponds perfectly to example a), except-
ing that the law for the transmission of the heat from the Wa-
tor to tho round tubes has to be derived, for the lack of other 
sources, from oblhoff's experiments according to equation (27). 
These experiments did not render it possible to establish the 
law in the sense of Nusselt's (htflas Grundgesctz des Vrefber-
gangcs in "Gesundh, mg." 1915, D.477), but the equation 
\0 3 / 
= 90 (2.5 + W)	 l + 0.008 t)	 (29) 
can generally be used, in whieh Vt is the velocity of the 
water in the.unconstrictcd cross-section and. t the mean be-
tween the temperature of the water and. the wall. These can be 
accurately asceitained for tube diameters of 5-8 mm, usually 
employed in radiators, and. for a temperature range of 4O-90C; 
In their order of magnitude, these coefficients of heat trans-
mission agroe with the values of equation (25).
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TABLE I. 
Experimental and Calculated Data. 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11
12 
13 
14
V Source 
ilxPcrimental number of 
the source 
V 0uTc e and te of 
radiator 
v putside dimensions of 
radiator h x b X 1 
V Frontal area b x h 
Number , cross-section 
, and length of tubes 
V Thickness of wall 
R Equivalent diameter d 
ota1 free cross-section 
of air intake Fe 
VJ'0a free cross-section 
oi inner air passages F 
v ITotal free cross-section 
of air outlet Fa 
lAir permeability at intake 
e - F5t 
fAir permeability within 
RcPj= 
(Air permeability at outlet
4	 56 
Reports on radia-
tor experiments 
by the Vienna 
Engine Works 
7	 7 . 7 
Daimler V
200 mm deep 
280 X 485 X 200 
0.1358 
3015 X 5.65 
X 5.65 x 200 
0.17 
5.65 
0.0965 
0. 0965 
0.0965 
0.711 
0.711 
0.711
( 
mm 
m2 
nm 
mm 
mm 
m2 
ri2 
m2 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31
V 
V 
V 
V 
R 
V 
II1
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
Exerimenta1 and Calculated Data. 
21 V 
2 
Jinner surface of tubes, 
1 in contact with water 
5 
Inner surface of tubes, 
not. in contact with 
L water 
Surface of jacket 
Broad. strips of frontal
surface - width:area 
Narrow strips of frontal 
surface - width:arca 
JTotal cooling surface 
. (not reduced) 
(Frec cross-sections of 
water passagcs (maxi-
.. mum) 
(Equivalent diameter of 
water passages d. 
Barometer reading 
(Tcmperature of inflowing 
air tLE 
Tcmperature of inflowing 
water tWE 
Diffcrcnce in inflow 'tern-
perature t 1. 0 - tJ 
- (t	 + tLE) 
jDcnsity of inflowing 
air y 
Air velocity before radi-
ator
5s 
64 X 1.6 x 190 
3.2 
745.31 745.3 
25.5j 23.5 
76 . 71 76.4 
53.1 
51.1! 49.4 
1.160 1.175
rn/s	 38.6! 32.61 27 
No.' 1 
15 
16 V 
17 VI 
18 
19 V 
20 V 
rn
	 6.84 
rn2
	
6.80 
0.307 
mm! ri?:	 2/0. 055 
mrn/ m2	 0.86/0.024 
m2
	
14.03 
mm 
mm 
mm Hg 
OC 
OC 
oC 
kg/nP
745.3 
25.8 
76.4, 
50.6
51. 1
L 1.160
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TABLE I (Contd.) 
Exporirnontal and Calculated Data. 
No.1 2 3. 4 5 6 
V / 17.5 14.9 .9 
raaiator	 VIf 
33 v d11tT in rn/s 24.6 21.0 16.8 tic	 ubcs 
(!iean air velocity in 
34 R 25.1 21.0 17.2 
{ fl
w 
35 R 100 --- - 102.0 100.0 102.5 
'Coefficient of heat 
36 R transmission for air, kg-ca1/m/h/gr 109.5 95.2 81.2 
. inner surface	 aLl 
3? R jReduotion facto . for - -. 0.990 0.992 0.993 i unwet inner surface 
38 R Area of reduced iflfle in2 13.52 13.54 13.55 surface 
Coefficient of heat 
39 R J transmission,	 jacket kg-ca1/rn/h/gr 105.5 925 80.0 
surface	 aL2 
Coefficient of heat 
40 R kg-ca1/n/h/gr 310 281 258 
frnta1 surface aL3 
Coefficient of heat 
41 R kg_cal/m2/h/gr .480 415 385 
rI 
surface	 aL4 
coefficient of (Lean 
42 R heat transrnssion for kgcal/m2/h/gr 109.9 95.8 82.3 
'air	 aT
EF. 
43 R 1.ean wall temperature 67.5 72.7) 72.7
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
Experimental and Calculated Data. 
2 3 4 5 6 
(Mean temperature of 
44 R marginal water °c - 
( layer	 tt+tw 
2 
iean coefficient of 
45 R heat transmission for water from kg_cal/m2/h/gr 1090 1140 1140 
eq. 25 and 29 aH 
(Ditto according to 
46 V-i eq. 27 from exper- kg-oal/rii/h/gr 1140 987 1125 
L iments	 aWly 
47 R 1Lean coefficient of heat transmission k kgcal/rn2 /h/gr 92.0 82.3 72.2 
48 R k F
- 1292 1154 1022 
49 R We.ter èquivlcnt of the.w:tcr	 M kg/h 4030 4010 4010 
50 R 1Density of air at (t.LE+tWE) kg/me 1.070 1.068 1.078 
51 R
Mean density of air 
at -(tLE+t) kg/& 1.125 1.128 1.140 
52 V. Velocity of water Wy min/s 57.0 56.2 56.2 
53 R f!ater equivalent of kg/h 2430 2042 1692 t t1e air	 in 
54 R kF -i-- 0.321 0.288 0.255 
55 R-kF 0.532 0.564 0.604 
rn 
56 R 0.225 0.202 0.1785 
57 R K,, 0.223 0.2010.1773
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
Experimental and Calculated Data. 
No.1 2 3 4 5 6 
(Total :ransmittcd 
58 R -	 heat, calculated. 45500 41200 37700 
(Total :ransmitted 
59 V heat, by experi- kg-cal/h 46500 41500' 37600 
mont Qv 
60 R 100 97.9 99.1100.3 Q.v
V stands for tiVersuchit (experiment), 
R stands for tRechnungfl (calculation). 
I
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TABLE I (Cont. 
Experimental and Calculated Data. 
No. 1 2 3 7	 8 
1 V Srce
-
tor experinients
} I Vienna 
Reports on radia-
Engine Works 
2 v Experimental number
-
8	 8	 8 of the source
I 
3 V Source ad type of Daimlor .V 
raoJator 300 ri de 
4 V (Outside dimensions of mm 283 x 480 X 300 radiator	 h x b x 
5 V Frontal area b )( h m2 0.1358 
6 Number, cross-section 2970 X 5.6 x 5.6 
and length of tubes mm x 300 
7 V Thickness of wail mm 0.2 
8 R Equivalent diameter
	 d n 5.6 
V Total free cross-section m2 0.0933 of air intake
	 Fe 
10 V Tota1 free cross-section 0.0933 of inner air passages F 
11 V Tota1 free cross-section 0.0933 
of air outlet Fa 
(Air permeability at in-
12 R - 0.686 ( take	 e Fst 
(Air permeability within 
13 R t .-" - 0.686 
(Air permeability at outlet 
14 Rk Fa - 0.686 (..	 ap'8.
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TABLE I (Cant.) 
Experimental and. Calculated Data. 
No.1 2 3 718	 9 
Inner surface of tubes
m2 10.08
- 
in contact with water 
16 V (Inner surface of tubes, 10.00 not in contact with water 
17 V Surface of jacket m 0.458 
18 V Broad strips of frontal mm/np 2/0.0595 surface - widtharea 
19 V (Narrow strips of frontal 1/0.026 surface - width:area 
20 V 1Total cooling surface (not reduced) m2 20.6 . 
(Free cross-sections of 
21 V water passages (maxi- mm . 64 x 16 x 290 
(nm)	
. 
22 R Equiva1ent diameter of 3.2 water passages	 d. 
23 
24 V Barometer reading mm Hg 743.6 743.6 743 
25 V
(-Temperature of inflowing
25.3	 25.3	 20.4 air	 tLE 
.26 V [Temperature of infl.owing ° 73.2	 74.9	 73.0 water	 tWE 
27 V 1flifference in inflow temp- i eratire	 tp0
 - tLE
00 47.9	 49.6	 52.6 
28 fl 1/2	 ( t V rE + tLE) 00 49.2	 50.1	 46.7 
29 V Density of inflowing kg/ 1.155 1.155 1.170 air	 Y 
30 .	
I 
31 ' V ator 
Air velocitybefore radi- 
Wf	
i
rn/s 38.9 32.75 26.85 
0
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
Experimental and Calculated Data 
No.1 2 3 7 8 9 
32 V (1r velocity behind .<
radiator	 Wf rn/s 16.1 13.6 1 10. 8 
33 V {Mean air velocity in the tubes	 v rn/S 23.4 19.8 , 15.75 
'Mean air velocity in 
34 R the tubes, calculated from eq.
	
3, 3a and 3b rn/s 21 . 6 18. 1 14 5 
WR
. 
35 R 100
- 92.3 91.4 92.1 
Coefficient of heat 
36 F.
transrnission for air,
kca1/m2/h/gr 95.4 83.0 70.0 
inner surface
	 °L1 
37 R jReduction factor for 
unet inner surface9 - 0.992 0.993 0.994 
38 H çArea of reduced inner 
surface 19.90 19.92 19.96 
Coefficient of heat 
39 R transmission,
	 jacket kg_cal/rn2/h/gr 106.5 93.0 80.0 
surface
	 °L2 
Coefficient of heat 
R transrnision, for broad strips of kg_ca1rn2/h/gr 287 260 24-0 
frontal surface aL3 
Coefficient of heat 
H
tra'smission, for nar- 
row strips of frontal kg_cal/m2 /h/gr 418 390 360 
surface
	 aL4 
Mean coefficient of 
H heat transmission for kg_cal/12/h/gr 96.2 83.7 70.8 
air 
Mean wall temperature 
(0	 t °C 67.3 68.8 67.9
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TABLE I. (Cont.) 
Expcii'icntal and Calculated Data. 
No.1 2 3 7 8 9 
Mean temperature of 
4 F. marginal water 00 - - 
ti±tw. 
layer	 2 
(Moan coefficient of 
45 F. kg_cal/m2/h/gr 76? 769 804 
eq. 25 and 29 aH 
(Ditto according to 
46 V-i eq. 27 from exper- kg_caI/m2 /h/g 588 578 4-26 
1 imonts 
47 F. {Marcoeffic1:nt.of kg .. cal/m2 /h/gr 77.3 69.5 60.0 
48 R k F - 159.2 1430 1233 
49 R J	 or equivalent of kg/h 3850 3820 4180 
50 R Den ityof air at kg/m3 1.071 1.070 1.075 
51 F. lat(tLE+tLA) air kg/ms 1o113 1.105 1.115 
52 V Velocity of water
	
W-1 mm/s 36.1 34.8 38.1 
53 P. j7ater equivalent of kg/h 2023 1798 1354 
54 R
-f 0.414 0.374 0.2951 
55 R
- 0.78? 0.795 0.912 
56 P. Mn 0.259 0.236 0.190 
57 R KM 0.256 0.23410.188
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TABLE I. 
--	 Experimental and Calculated Data. 
No.1	 2	 3	 7	 8	 9 
•	 Tot1 transmitted 
58 R heat, calculated
	 kg-cal/h	 47300 44300 41400 
iTotal transmitted 
59 V heat, by expori-
	 kg-cal/h	 45700 42450 38000 
( i:iont Q 
60 R 100	 l03.5l04.5 109.0 
V stands for flVcrsuchU (experiment:) 
R	 • "Rechnung tt
 (calculation)
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TABLE 
______	 Experimental_and 
No.' 1 -
	 2 
lV Source 
2	 Experimental number 
I	 of the source 
t'Sou'rce and type of 3 V	
radiator 
(Outside dimensions of 4 V	 radiator hxbxl 
5 V Frontal area b X h 
6 V (Number, cross-soction 
and length of tubes 
? V Thickness of wall 
8 R Equivalent diameter d 
otal free cross-section 
V 1 of air intake F 
iTotal free cross-section 10	 I of inner air passages Fj 
II V Total free cross-section 
of air outlet Fa 
çAir permeability at in-
12 R ttak pe	 F5t 
('Air permeability within 
13
1Air permeability at outlet 
14 B.
a F8t
I (Cent.) 
a1culat bd Data 
3 10	 11	 12	 13 
jVon Dobihoff,	 Inves-
- tigation of auomo-
I	 bile radiators 
- 72	 73 74	 83 
Dr. Zimmormanin Luci-
-
wigehafen 
I x 494 x 1O0(vith 
flanges 500x0xl00) 
m2 0.2347 
(4046 + 68/2) x 
mm 7.6/7/7.6 x 100 
mm Estimated 0.15 
mm 7.6/7/7.6 
m2 0.185
m2
	
0.157 
0.185 
0.788 
0.669 
0.788 
in2	 I	 9.073 
m2 
rn2
	
0.095 
rrjm/m2	 0.092 
mri/in2	 0.092 
m2	 9.26 
mm
	 492 x 86 
mm 
rnm Hg Assumed 760 
0 0 19.3 21.9 19.3 20.2 
°C - 51.3 87.3 92.1 92.5 
°C 32.0 65.472.8 7.3 
35.3 54.61 55.7 523 
g/m3
l.20[ 
(assumed at 760 :im Hg 
and 20°C) 
rn/s 17.017.0f17.0f13.O
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
___	 xoerimenta1 and Calculated Data. 
2	 3	 1O1il2Th3 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
19 
20 
16 
17 
18
v 'Inner surface of tubes 
in contact with water 
çlnner surface of tubes, 
V not in contact with 
( Water 
V Surface of jacket 
Broad strips of frontal
surface - widtharea 
1Narrow strips of frontal 
surfc.ce - widtharea 
Total cooling surface 11	 (not reduced). 
(Free cross-sections of 
V water passages (maxi-
(mum) 
R Eauivlent diametcr of 
water passages d.w 
V Barometer readihg 
Temperature of inflowing 
LE 
4Temperature of inflowing 
Jv5 51 
'D1fference in inflow temp-
erature tHO - tLE 
R	 (t	 + t) 
Density of inflowing 
air Y 
LAir vclocity before radi-
ator
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TABLE I .(Cont.) 
Experimental and Calculated Data 
No. 1 2 3 10 11 12 13 
irve1ocity behind
rn/s 10.2 110.2 10.2 7.6 
33 e0C1tY rn/s i15.2 15.2 15.2 11.4 
(4/Iean air velocity 
34 rn/s 15.0 15.0 15.0 11.4 
3 .a, and 3b	 WR 
35 R loop
- 98.9 98.8 98.8 .00.O 
(Coefficient of heat 
36 R Sslonf zg-cal/iff/h/r Th.1 74.0 73.4 59.4 
(	 a, 
ed.uction factor for
- 1.0 1.0 1. - unwet inner surface 
rea of reduced in- 
ner surface 9.073 9.073 9.073 9.073 
Cocfficient of heat 
39 transiiission, kca1/'h/r 56.0 56.0 56.0 41.0 / jacL:t surfce 
•
(Coefficient of heat 
40 lkca1Mh/rJ 76.6 74.0 74.( 59.4 
frontal surface a3 
Coefficient, of heat 
41 1 kg-cal//h/g: 76.6 74.0 74.0 59.4 
1. frontal surfa•ce °L4 
Mean coefficient of 
42 R heat transmission kg-ca1//h/g: 76.8 73.6 73.1 59.0 
for air
	
a.L' 
rMen wall tempera 0C 38.3, 54.0 74.2 71.3 ture	 t I
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
Experimental and Calculated Data. 
- 
No.1 2 3	 10
- 
11 12 13 
can temperature of 
44 rargina1 water 00 40.7 58.3 79.1 75.6 
ti+tw ( layer 
'Mean coefficient of 
45 R cleat transmission kg-ca1/n1h/gr 215 213 334 311 q0	 water from 
cq. 25 and. 29 
(Ditto according to 
46 V-R eq. 27 from expel'- kg-ca1/mh/gr 259 213 367 . 322 
iments	 aWV 
(iean coefficient of 
47 R heat transmission kg-ca1/1T'h/gr 56.6 56.3 60.5 49.6 
• I 
48 R k F - 524 522 560 459 
49 R {Wator equivalent of kg/h 709 400 2000 1500 the water	 M 
50 R flensity of air at 
.	
. (tLE+tVjE) kg/m3 1.145 1.086 1.070 1.075 
51 R JiIean density of air at -
	 (tLE+tLA) kg/rri 1.162 1.136 1.090 1.180 
52 V IVelocity of water 4.66 2.63 13.15 9.85 1 
53 R eater equivalent Qf kg/h 2390 2340 2245 1860 tne air	 m 
54 R 0.740 1.305 0.280 0.306 
55 R 0.220 0.223 0.250 0.246 
56 R K 0.500 0.740 0.221 Q.240 
57 R KK 0.483 0.687 0.220 0.238
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
Exijerimontal and Calculated Data. 
No.1 2 3 10 11 12 13 
(Total transi:iitted 
58 R heat, calculated kg-cal/h 10980 17980 32000 25800 
L 
çTotal transmitted 
59 V. heat, by cxperi-- kg-cal/h 11500 18800 32400 25600 
:ient	 Qv 
60 P. 100	 1 95.4 95.5 98.8 100.8 
Qv
V stands for ItVcrsucht? (eerirnent) 
P.	 flRcchnungtt (calculation) 
11 V 
12 R
13 B. 
14 H
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
Expericnta1 and. Calculatcd Data. 
2 3 l4jl5lGl? 
Von Dobihoff, Inves-
1 V Source
- tigation of auto:io-
bile radiators 
2 çExperimental number 39	 47	 r	 5" 1 of the sourcc 
3 Source and type of - Dr. Zimmorrarn in Lud-
radiator wigsha±'en 
4 V joutside dimensions of 475 x 494 x IO0(with radiator	 h X b X flanges 500X500X100) 
5 V Frontal area	 b x h m2 0.2347 
6 V fNiiribcr,	 cross-section (4046 + 68/2) x 
'l. and. length of tubes x 7.6/7/7.6 x 100 
7 V Thickness of wall mm Estimated. 0.15 
8 R Equivalent diameter	 d. mm 7.6/7/7.6 
jTotal free cross-section 0.185 of air intake
	 F0 
(Total free cross-section	 I 
10 V of inner air	 assaes 0.157 
irotal free cross-section 
of' air outlet Fa 
L'Ail permeability at in-
1. take e =
Fst 
Air permeability viithin 
* 
.'	
F5. 
(Air permeability at out-
Fa let cp = - 
a Fst
m2
	
0.18 5 
0.788 
0.669 
0.788 
V 
V 
22 R 
23 
24 
25 
26 
•	 27 
•	 28 
29 
30 
31
V 
V 
V 
V 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 V 
No. .1 
15 V 
v fAir velocity beforo radi-
ator hilf 
tInner surface of tubes 
. in contact with water 
ilnner surface of tubes 
not in contact with 
water 
Surface of jacket 
Broad strips of frontal

surface - widtharea 
JNarrow strips of frontal

surface - width:area 
jT ota.1 cooling surface 
(not reduced) 
,'Free cross-sections of 
water passages (maxi-
. mum) 
Equivalent diameter of I riater passages d 
Barometer reading 
cT or1perature of inflowing 
c1I' tLE 
jreperature of inflowing 
wa-b or ttJE 
Diffrence in inflow toi I crature tHO - LE 
- (-t	 + tLE) 
jDcnsity of inflowing 
air
iHg 
00 
°C 
00 
kg/rn3 
in2 
rrn/ in2 
in2 
rlm 
in2
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TABLE I (Cant.) 
_________	 Experir.icntal and Calculated Data. 
16	 17 
r fri-, 
0.095 
0.092 
0.092 
9.26 
492 x 86 
Assui;ied 760

2O.O19.4I19.80.i 
63.750.8 63.2 94.0 
43.731.4 
4l.935.1I4l.sj 57.0 
1.205 
(Assu:cd at 760 n Hg 
and 20°C) 
l3.0l30 9.0 9.0
nNo 2 3 14 I	 15 16 17 
32 V n/s 7.6 5.0 5.0 2.6. 
33 T rn/s 11.4 7.5 7.5 .3.9 
(Mean air velocity 
34 R rn/s 11.4 culatedfrom'eq.3 7.7 7.7 4.2 
3d., and 3b 
35 R.	 100
11JV
- 100.0 102.5 102.5 107.5 
ICoefficient of heat 
36 P. kg_cal/m2/h/gr 60.9 44.8 44.7 26.8 
, a Ll 
37 R	 Ction factor for
I 
- 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
38 R	 Area of reduced	 fl- 
ner surface 9.073 9.073 9.073 9.073 
Coefficient of heat 
9 H	
. 
-0 kg-ca1/r/h/gr 41.0 34.3 34.3 22.2 L 
.	 -2 
(Coefficient of heat 
0 R kg.cal/m2/h/gr 60.9 44.8 44•71 26.8 
frontal surface 
(Coefficient of heat 
R	 tTan5mi:sion for kg_ca1/r/h/gr 60. gI 44. 44.7 26.3 
frontal surface aL4 
(Mean coefficient of 
2 R	 heat transmission kg_ca1/m2/g 4.4.7 4-.S 23.7 for air
	 aT = 
-'-' 
3 R	 tempera- 
I
00 48.8
I
44
I
I /
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TI.BLE I (Cont.) 
ExDeriienta1 and Oalcu1n.1r	 - 
IT.A.O..A,.. Technical Memorandum No.. 344 
TABLE I (Cont.) 
Exper imontal and. Calculated Da ta. 
No. 1 2 3 l4l5 16 17 
'Mean terierature of 
44 R
marginal water 
ti+t1
00 51.8 46.7 49.0 87.6 
( iaye r 
1Mean coefficient of 
45 R heat transmission kg_cal/m2/h/gr 233 281 202 350 for water from 
eq . 25 and. 29 
46 V-I
( Ditto according to 
eq . 27 from exper'Ikg. ca1/m2/h/gr 262 284 233
I 
irnents	 °W 
Mean coefficient oft I 
47 R heat transmission tkg_cal/m2 /h/gr 48.1 38.5 36.6 24.6 
48 R k F - 445 357 339 228 
49 R equivalent of kg/h 768 2000 400! 2000 tie water	 M 
50 R jDensity of air' at (t+t) kg/h 1.120 l.1451.123 1.070 
51 R Mean density of air at	 (tLE+tL) kg/m3 1.130 1.150 1.130 1.155 
52 V. {Velocit	 of water 5.05 13.15 2.63 13.15 
53 R [ater equivalent of kg/h 1753 1210 1185 666 t cieair	 m 
54 R 0.5920.l780.848 0.114 
55 R 0.2541 0.295 .0.286 0.342 
56 R 0.4l6 0.144 0.541 0.092 
57 R 0.4081 0.143 0.52410.092'
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TABLE I (Cont) 
Exoerimental aid Calculated Data. 
No.'l 2 3 14 15 16 1	 17 
58 R
1Total transmitted 
) heat, calculated kg-cal/h 13730 8990 910013700 
(K 
(Total transmitted 
59 V heat, by experi- kg-cal/h 13830 9000 9480 14200 
Lment 
60 R l0O K 99.4 99.9 97.1 96.5
V stands for u Versuch t (experiment) 
R	 1 u Rechnung il (calculation) 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
Experimental and. Calculated Data. _____ 
No.l 1 2 3	 18	 $ 19 20 
Von Dobihoff, Inves-
1 V Source -	 tigation Of	 utoo-
bile radiators 
2 Experirnental number I	 65	 I	 76 of the source
I 
'Source aid. type of Dr	 Zimmermann in Lud-3 V radiator wigshaf en 
4. V 0utside dimensions of 475 
X 494 X 100 (with 
radiator	 h X b X t flanges 500X500X100) 
5 V Frontal area	 b X h m	 0.2347 
jNumber, cross-section (4046 + 68/2) x 
mm 6 V and. length of tubes x 7.6/7/7.6 x 100 
7 V Thickness of wall mm	 Estiiated 0.15 
B R Equivalent diameter	 d mm	 7.6/7/7.6 
V Total free cross-section m2	 0.185 
of air intake	 F 
Total free cross-section 
10 v { of inner air passages m2	 0i57 
Fi 
11 ' V
4Total free cross-section 0.185 
of air outlet	 Fa 
permeability at in-
12 R
{Air
Fe 0.788 
take	
= 
LAir permeability within 
13 R
= F1
-	 0.669 
it 
Air permeability at out-
14 R -	 0.788 
let	 a	
'st
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TABLE I	 (Cont..) 
Experimental and. Calculated Data. 
2 3 18 
'Innor surface of tubes 
iin contact with water 
lnner surface of tubes 
not in contactWith	 . 
water 
Surface of jacket m2 
road strips o± frontal 
surface - width:area 
£T0W strips of frontal 
surface - widtharea 
JTotal cooling surface 
(not reduced) 
çFree cross-sections of 
43 
L 19 . 20 
9.073 
0.095 
0.092 
0.092 
9.26 
wa-uer passages çmaxi- 
mum)	 . rm 492 x 86 
diameter of 
{
Euiva1ent 
water passages	 d - 
Barometer reading mm Hg Assumed 760 
Tenerature of inflowing 00 
t. air	 tLE 20.5 20.4 20.0 
JTer.riperature of inflowing 00 
water 86.9 95.5 60.3 
iflifference in inflow temp-
erabire	 tHC - tLE 00 66.4 75.1 •40.3 
4 (t	 - tLE) 00 53.7 57.9 40.2 
'Density of inflowing
1.205 airY
LAir velocity before radi-
. ator Wf 
i'r.A. C 
NO. 1 
15V 
16V 
17 V 
18 V 
19V 
20 V 
21 V 
22 R 
23 
24 V 
25 V
26V
.2? V 
28 
29 V 
30 
31 V
(Assumed at 760 :m 
Hg and 20°C) 
rn/s	 5.0j	 2. 51	 2.5 
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TELE I (Corit.) 
Experirncntal arid Calculated Data. 
No.1]. 2 3 18 19 20 
32 V 1tf0e1d ni/s 2.6 1.12 1.21 
33 V rn/s 3.9 1.68 1.81 
(ea	 air velocity 
34 R lte1 rn/s 4.2 2.0 2.0 
3a and. 3b 
35 R 100 .1	 .
- 107.5 119.0 110.0 
-Coefficient of heat 
36 R kg_ca1/n2/h/gr 26.6 15.3 1.5.3 
(aL1 
Reduction factor for 
37 R unwet inner surface rn2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
38 R Area	 ced	 n- rn2 9.073 9.073 9.073 
100efficient of heat 
39 . transission, jack- kgca1/ril 2/h/gr 22.2 13.0 13.0 
t. et surface	 aL2 
(Coefficient of heat
	 I 
40 R kg_cal/rn2/h/gr 26.8 15.3 15.3 
( frontal surface aL3 
of heat 
41 R kg_ca1/rn2/h/r 2S.8 15.3 15.3 
frontal surface 
( Tean coefficient of 
42 R ) heat transrnissio kg_cal/rn2/h/gr 26.7 15.3 15.3 
l	 for air
	
a,. 
43 RI,evJal tempera- 63.0 90.5 56.0
m Io.	 344 
T2BLE I (Cont.) 
and Calculated' Data. 
3 18 
° 65. 
kgca1/m2 /h/gr 20 
kg_cal/m2/h/gr 
kgcal/m2 /h/gr 23. 
- 21 
kg/h ' 2E 
kg/h 1.08 
kg/m e 1.17 
mm/s i.E 
kg/h 67 
0.8€ 
0.32 
0. 5 
0.5Z
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	 2 
(Mean temperature of 
44 R ) marginal water 
t1+ty 
layer	 2	 - 
Liean coefficient of 
heat transmission R	 for water from, 
eq. 25 and 29 
rDitto according to 
46 V-R eq. 27 from cxper-
( iments a.V. 
(Mean coefficient of 
47 R	 heat transmission 
48 R kF 
Water equivalent of 49 R i the water M 
50 R Dcnsity of air at 
.- (t	 + tWE) 
iMean density of air 51 R	 at	 ( tLE ^ tLA) 
iVelocity of water 52 3
t' vvw 
tWater equivalent of 53 R	 theair m 
54 R
kF 
55 R 
56 R 
57 R KK
45 
19	 20 
91.8 57.0 
354 280 
14.6 1.5 
134.5 134.0 
2000 1500 
1.068 1.130 
1.135 1.170 
4 13.15 9.43, 
6 312	 322 
8 0.0673 0.0892 
1 0.431 0.416 
4 0.OM 0.0715 
6 0.054 0.0712 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
Experimental and Calculated Data. 
No.1]. 2 3 18 19 20 
Total transmitted 
58 P. heat, calculated kg-cal/h 8750 8110 4320 
(Total transmitted 
59 V heat, by experi- kg-cal/h 9500 9600 5400 (ment 
60 R 100
Qv 92.1 84.5 80.2
V stands for T Versuchu
 (experiment) 
P.	 II "Rechnung" (calculation) 
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c) Table I.- Here a large number of foreign experiments is 
compared with the values calculated directly from the dimensions, 
the velocity of the air in front of the radiator, the quantity 
of cooling watcr and the tomperature of the inflowing watcr, 
whereby the applicability of the process of calculation is 
demonstrated throughout. 
The values taken directly from the experimental results or 
obtained from them by simple calculations are denoted by t,Vu 
and the values obtained from the abov-cvolved process of cal-
culation arc denoted by "R. 
Thc calculated velocity of tho air in the tubes, which has 
the rcatcst effect on the heat transmission, agrees very well 
with the experimental values up to 4 rn/s (corresponding to 
about 5 rn/s in front of the radiator according to Dobihoff). 
Be]ow this limit, which corresponds to tie critical velocity in 
the 7 mm tubes, tho calculation also gives fairlyaccurate val-
ucs for the Zimmerinann radiator, as is indeed to be expected 
from tho shortness of the distance for the transition from the 
vortical to the laminar flow. Still the formulas should be ap-
plied only with caution to very deep radiators (over 150 mm), 
when W is less than 4. 
Probably the measured values of these sinll velocities are 
affected by the errors under consideration, wherfore Dobihoff 
did not take up, in his report, the heat proceeding from the 
tpmperature and velocity of the air in the experiments with 
2.5 rn/s.
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The calculated values of the transmitted heat agree very 
well, almost all the way through, with the experimental values. 
They must he somewhat sraller than the values determined from 
the quantity and temperature of the cooling water, and indeed 
by an amount (in % of the transmitted heat), increasing with 
decreasing air velocity, which represents the radiated portion. 
Even here the calculated results agree, in general, with the 
experimental results. 
Greater differences occur, in comparison with Dobihoff's 
experiments at a speed of 2.5 rn/c, which is quite comprebensi-
blc from what has been said. and with the Daimler radiator of 
300 mm depth. Here great differences are also manifested be-
tween the directly calculated coefficients of heat transmission 
for water and those obtained from experiments with the help of 
the coefficient of heat transmission for air, though they agree 
very well ordinarily. I ascribe these differences to the un-
equal water velocities in the individual passages, due to the 
great depth of the radiator. No positive explanation, however, 
is now possible, but even here the greatest difference between 
the calculated and experimental results is only 9%. 
For rough calculations, it will suffice to add the frontal 
area and possibly also the jacket surface to the inside surface 
of the tubes and calculate throughout with the coefficient of 
heat transiission for air in the tube Even the effect of in-
tei'mediate cooling, as likewise the radiation, can be disre-
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garded without important errOr, es p ecially as these partially 
offset one another. On the other hand, it seems entirely inad-
missible to put the coefficient of heat transmission for water 
so high, as was done throughout (after having been ben by 
Dobihoff) in the literature on the ubject, without considering 
the velocity of the water, since the error can be very large, 
especially with high air. velocities and low water velocities. 
EFFECT OF DIMENSIONS AND VIQRKING CONDITIONS

ON THE HEAT EXCHANGE. 
Since it is not easy, with the aid of the equations alone, 
to clot oriine how the cooling process is affected by the shape 
of the cross-section and the dimensions of the tubes and of 
tho radiator core, the velocity of the air, the quantity.of the 
water, the entrance temperatures of the air and water and the 
density of the air, these influences must be systematically 
and thoroughly investigated, 'out with limitation of the heat 
exchange to the walls of the tubes, since, the consideration of. 
the frontal and lateral surfaces of the shell would nkc the 
determination difficult, while their share in the heat trans-
mission, as was explained above, would be relatively sn'll in 
compaiison with the inner surfaces of the tubes and could e 
easily allowed for subsequently. The small amount of heat lost 
by radiation will also be here disregarded.
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1. Cross-sectional shape of the tubes.- According to the 
•	 principal equations (4a), (16), (17), (18a) and. (25), the heat 
•	 exchange (with constant frontal and cooling surfaces, depth of 
core, and velocity of water and air) depends only on the equiv-
alent diameter of the tubes 
d
U
	 (1) 
and on the air permeability cp . If we previously put P = 1, 
which presupposes very thin walls to the tubes and very small 
water cross-sections and a frontal area completely filled by 
the tubular cross-sections, it then follows that radiators 
with like frontal areas and depth of core and having the same 
ratio of frontal area to cooling surface are equivalent. 
For n tubes, tho frontal area F 5t = ri and the cooling 
area in contact with the air F = nul follows from equation 
(1)	
= 4L F8 t/F	 (la) 
in which 1. remains unchanged, according to the assumption.
0.6 
12.95 
19.9 
6.. 0

15200
1.0 
10.2 
10.2 
6..0 
21750
1.5 
12.75 
8 . 5 
6.0 
19600
2.0. 
14.28 
7.64 
6.0 
17450 
mm 
mm 
mm
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TABLE III. 
Com-oarison of Thin-Walled Tibes of Various Sizes and Cross-
Sectional Shap es with Square Tubes 6 X 6 mm2. 
Frontal surface of block F gt = 1 m 
Lcngth of tubcs 7. = 100 :im 
Cooling surfaco F = 66.77 m2 
d2 
Equivalent diameter
	
ci 
Number 0±' tubes per m2	 fl 
Cross-sectional area of 
one tube 
Cooling surface. of one tube 	 f 
Air permeability	 = n
'--V 
65.8 46.2 51.0 I 57.0 
4380 3060 3400 3820 
1.0
	
1.0
	
1.0
	
1.. 0
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TABLE III (Cont.) 
•	 Com-oarison of Thin-Walled Tubes of Various Sizes and Cross-
Sectional Shap es with Square Tubes 6 X 6 mm2. 
__________________________________ Length of tubes 1 = 100 mm 
Frontal sui'facc of block 
•	 F5t	 j	 2	 d1 
Cooling surface F
	 66.77 i: 
__________________________	 _____ _____ /d2 _____ _______ 
	
0.2	 0.5	 1.0	 1.5	 2.0 
d l	 mm	 6.14 6.66 8.49 10.8 13.32 
mm 30.7 13.32 8.49 7.20 6.62 
Equivalent diameter
	 mm 6.0	 6.0	 6.0	 6.0	 6.0 
Number of tubes per ai 2	 n	 l065022600 27800 ' 25700 22600 
Cross-sectional area of 
One tube	 f't mm2 94.0 44.4 36.0 38.9 44.4 
Cooling surface of one 
tube	 f rnn	 6200 2940 2400 290 29.5 
Air pcIoabiiity cp.	 1.0	 1.0	 l.0	 1.0	 1.0
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TABLE III (Cont.) 
Comparison of Thin-Walled Tubes of Various Sizes and Cross-
Sectional Shap es with Square Tubes 6 X 6 mm2. 
_____________________________ Cooling curface
	
F = 66.77 m2 
Frontal surfaco of block 
Longtli of tubos	 1 = 100 mm 
d 1 /d2 0.2 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
mm 3.6 4.5 6,0 7.5 9.0 
d2 mm 18.0 9.0 6.0 5.0 4.5 
Equivalent diameter d. mm 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Number of tubes per m2 n 15400 24700 27777 26700 24700 
Cross-sectional area of 
one tube	 f.	 2 64.8	 40.5	 36.0	 37.5	 40.5 
I
Cooling surface of one 
tube	 f mm 2 4320 2700 2400 2 00 2700 
Air permeability cP	 11 
Fst
	 1.0	 1.0
	
1.0
	
1.0
	
1.0 
f'st
f
p. - n ft 
1 -
	
ITflT 31.2	 17.5	 23.24 
rn2 2028 1483 1709 
	
1.0	 0.7854 0.905 
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TABLE III (Cont.) 
Comparison of Thin-Walled Tubes of Various Sizes and Cross-
Sectional Shap es with Square Tubes 6 x 6 mm2. 
Frontal Surface of block F 6t = 1 2	 HdF 
Lcngth of tubes L = 100 mIll rtI 
Cooling surfacc F	 66.77 m2	 \)/ 
d./d2 
Equivalent diameter 
Number Of' tubes per m2 
Cross-sectional area of 
one tube 
Cooling surface of one tube 
Air permeability
	
mm	 3. 4.64 4.72	 5. 44 
	
mm	 -	 -	 - 
	
d mm	 6.0	 4.72	 5.44 
n	 . 32100 45000 38800 
Table III contains, for tubes of various cross-sectional 
shapes which satisfy equation (la) and are equivalent to square 
tubes, 6 mri square, the widths of the sides, the cross-sectional 
areas, the perimeters and number of tubes per 1 in 2
 of frontal 
area. For comparison, the same data were calculated for equiv-
alent circular cross-sections with quadratic and rhombic distri-
bution of the central points. The greatest air permeability
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 344
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(for vary thin wails and very narrow water passages), however, 
is hero only 
= 0.7854 with quadratic distribution of the central points, 
0.905	 u	 rhombic	 H	 I	 II	 II	 It 
It is therefore considerably less favorable than with surface-
filling, straight-sided cross-sections having the quantity of 
material which is characterized by the area of the cooling sur-
face for 100 mm depth of core for all cross-sections. 
F = nu 1 = 66.67 m2 
Since, for the regular cross-sectional shapes of the tubes (tri-
angle, square, hexagon, circle), the greatest number of tubas 
occurs and the work and consumption of solder generally in-
crease with the number of tubes, these shapes also necessitate 
the greatest production cost of the core for an equal cooling 
effect. 
In order to show the effect of the wall 6hickness a/2 
(ordinarily 0.1 - 0.2 mm) and of the width of the water pas-
sages	 (usually 1 - 2.5 mm), Fig. 7 represents the transmit-
•ted heat for rectangular cross-sections, vertical water passage 
and a constant ratio F5t/F, with the ratio of the sides 
d 1/d2 = 0.2 - 3 and in comparison with square tubes of B X 6 
wan2 cross-section at an air velocity W f	 10 rn/s. 
F5 t = 1 rn2 , F=44.486m2, cL/2 = 0.lsrnrn, ctV[=2n-im
(Fig. 5), soldered joint g = 0.2 mm and the depth of the solder
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on the frontal surface (5 nirn)here remain unchanged, so that the 
•	 water cross-sections are 90 rri long. The water equivalent of 
•	 the passing water M = 10000 kg/h; the temperature of the in-
flowing water tJE = 60°o; the temperature of the inflowing air 
t LE = 20°C; the density of the inflowing air 	 = 1.2 kg11m. 
In equations (4b) and (18a),	 1.122. was put as the mean
density of the air, corresponding to a mean tenperature of 4000. 
The water equivalent of the passing air in was calculated for 
equations (13) and (16) from its density at the tme mean exit 
temperature. 
The effect of the intermediately cooled coils was deter-
mined by multiplication of the intermediately cooled surfaces 
in contact with the air FmL by the correction factor e 
(Fig. 6) with	 100 kg-cal/m/h/°C.. The effect of the cross
current was calculated according to equations (16)-and (l6a) 
and the difference between the cooling surfaces in contact with 
water and air was calculated according to equation (17). 
As shown by Fig. 7, even here the law is approximately 
correct that rdiators having the same frontal area and depth 
of core with the same ratio of frontal area to cooling surface 
are equivalent, but a maximum value for	 is nevertheless to 
be recognized, and indeed at a ratio d 1 /d2 = about 0.6. This 
value of Q is about 1.5% greater than for a core composed of 
square tubes. 
With greater values of d 1/d2 , th diminished air permea-
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bility has a detrimental effect, while at smaller values 0±' 
d/d	 the diminished utilization of the intermedIate cooled 
surfaces has a detrimental cffcct. 	 en here, however, the
ratio Q/n, for approximately equal widths of the sides of the 
tubes, has a minimum value, for which there corresponds a maxi-
mum value in work and solder consumption. 
The improvement in the cooling effect through the use of 
rectangular tubes, whose narrower sides are parallel to the 
direction of the water flow, with a ratio of the sides 
d 1 /d2 = 0.5 - 0.8, is ncvor'tholess worth noting, since it can 
'cc attained without any greater outlay in work or material. 
2.Size and lenRth of the tubes.- Figs. 8-10 show, for 
tubes of 2 - 15 miii square (inside) and 25 - 500 mm long .(dcpth 
of core), with vertical water passages and with an air velocity 
of 10 rn/s in front of th radiator, the air velocities in the 
tubes, the coefficients of heat transmission for air and water 
and the quantities of heat transmitted. Thereby there remain 
unchanged F5 t = 1 X 1 rn2 ,	 / 2	 0.15 mm (Figs. 5 and 11), 
= 2 mm, g = 0.2 mm, M 10000 kg/h, tWE = 
tLW	 20 C, 'LE = 1.2 kg/'m3. 
The soldering of the frontal surfaces was assumed to be 
5 mm deep on both sides, so that the water compartments had a 
depth of	 = 1 - 10. 
Tho number of tubes, air permeability, water-cooled and
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air-coolcd cooling surfaces are shown in Fig. 11 for a core 
100 mm deeo. The effect bf the cross current and of the inter-
mediate wall cooling and the difference between the cooling 
aras, in contact with the water and with the air, wore consid-
ered. the same as in the first part of this rort, and the air 
density 'm = 1.122, corresponding to a mean temperature of 
40°0was introduced into equations (4b) and (l8a). The density 
at the mean exit temperature of the air was used for calculat-
ing the water equivalent m. 
The tables and diagrams demonstrate an important law, name-
ly, that for a given frontal area, air velocity and water flow, 
the cooling effect can be increased only to a certain definite 
maximum by increasing the cooling area, either by lengthening 
the tubas or increasing their number with a simultaneous corre-
sponding reduction in their. Size. The cooling effect is fur-
ther diminished by any further increase in the cooling area, 
demonstrating that such increase is without value. Since, in 
the vicinity of the maximum value of the cooling effect, its 
increase or decrease is very slow, any lengthening of the tubes 
or increasing their number is uneconomical, oven in a large 
region below this maximum of the Q-d-1 area. 
With increasing length of the tubes and unchanged. numbor 
of tubes (and consequenti r
 unchanged cross-section of each tube), 
the maximum cooling effect and the flat course of the Q,-1 
curve occur in their vicinity and indeed the maximum cooling
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values for longer tubes also OCCUr in larger cross-sections. 
A similar fact also holds true, with an increasing number 
of tubes (c'Locreasing cross-section) and unchanged length, for 
the Q-d curve. The maximum values of the codling effect also 
Occur with greater tube lengths and diameters.* 
The maxirin'i cooling effect, even for greater tube lengths 
and numbers (smaller diameters), is produced by greater air 
velocities, though the difference is relatively small. 
In order to make the relations clear, Fig. 12 shows the 
effect of the size and length of the tubes at an air velocity 
of 10 n/s in front of the radiator. 
These results agred very well with the experimental results 
of the Vienna Engine Works, which show but very little greater 
cooling effect with airplane radiators of 300 mm depth than 
with those of 200 mm depth. These results also ,
 accord very well 
with the fact that nearly all automobile radiators, designed on 
the basis of many years' experience, have tubes with cross-
sectional areas of 20-70 mmand cores seldom over 150 mm deep. 
3. Tho frontal shap e of the core of equal depth at all

points, under like conditions in other respects (especially with 
* That maxinum values for Q
	
st occur with changeable d. and. 
1, can be concluded directly from the fact that, with very 
small d, the cooling area is large and the air velocity in the 
tubes is very small, but that, at very large values of d
	 the 
air velocity is nearly equal to the velocity of the free air 
stream, though the cooling area is small. With a core of small 
depth, the cooling surface is also small, but with a core of 
great depth, the air velocity in the tubes is small. In extreme 
cases, the quantity of transmitted heat is therefore small.
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unchanged water velocity), hs no influence on the cooling ef-
fect. This can be demonstrated in the following manner for 
shallow radiators in which we may assume the mean air tempera-
ture in each tube to be the arithiiotioal mean between the inflow 
and outflow temperature.* 
In a horizontal radiator section (Fig. 13) of the thickness 
the temperature of the infloviing water is t 1 ; of the out-
flowiflg water, twA ; of the inflowing air, TLE; of the outflow-
ing air tLA; the water equivalent of the water flowing through 
per hour is M and of the air is 
Am = r.i y A x
	 (30) 
in which y is the width of the section and m
	 the water 
equivalcnt of the quantity of air flowing through a unit area 
per hour. Thc water enters the radiator itself at the constant 
temperature TJE. 
If f, denotes the cooling c.rca corresponding to 1 m 2
 f 
frontal area, than the cooling area, corresponding to tho frontal 
area of the radiator section, is 
A F = f 1 '1 A x	 (31)
The following oquations hold good for the heat AQ trans-
mittod in the section
	 and for the neat Q transmitted in 
* Without this assumption, the calcuatin would have had to be 
similar to that of Nuselt in u fler Wtrmeuberang im Krèuzstromu 
already referred to. In my opinion, however, the result of the 
ap )roximate calculation is more lucid.
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the portion x of the core 
AQ 
= ( tLA - TLE)r1 
Q = k F (
t E ±	 -	 ^ tLA) }
	
(32) 
=	 - tWE) i 
vhenco	 +	 +	 Ty + tfA - 2 TLE 
and, :ith	 = T. 
•	 hvc	 + - 4_ +	 +	 2 (rn.. - T
	 )	 (r3 n k F
	
f	 M	 IE	 LE 
By introducing th values for AF and m fro: equations 
(30) anc. (31) and disregarding tho very small terr'i
	 Q/i, as 
also by replacing thc differences by differentisis, ih1Ch is 
possible 'rith a fair deToc of aproximation n'ith the usual rel-
atively large number of tubes, re obtain 
2	 +	 + ---	 - 2 ( TINW - T )	 0	 (34) i f1 , yd x 
and, for tho total transmitted heat	 h 
f ydx 
•	 7	 0 
I -	 ________ 
Q = M ( T (E - T LE) t\ l - C L	 'I	 () 
•	 i_i 
The frontal area is represented by I ycix, regardless of 
0 
the relation of th width y to	 Honce Q is also inc1cpcnci-
ent of the shape of tho frontal surface, although dependent on 
its size. Equation (35) is an approximation bctiecn equations 
(13) and. (16).
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4. The nanitudc of the frontal area generally aff cots also 
the quantity and velocity of the water flowing through, but not 
the coefficient of heat transriissiQn for ir. The water equiva-
lent of the passing air is proportional to the frontal area and 
thorefrc kF/m is not changed in equation (13) by changing 
tho frontal area. The effect of the water velocity on the coef-
ficiont of heat transviission is relatively small and depends 
also on the ratio of the sides of the radiator tubes. Since, 
as shown by equation (13), it is further reduced by the siiiul-
tancous change in the nuiorator and denominator, it v/ill be 
:.isrcgardcci. in this section and the coefficient of heat trans-
iOlSSlOfl k will be regarded as constant. Increasing thc cool-
ing area can effect an increae, equality or decrease of the 
water resistance and. of the total cross-section of the water 
passages and hence simultane'usly a correslonding change in 
quantity of water flowing through, so that the following cases 
rst be distinguish'd. 
a) The quantity of water flowing through increases in pro-
portion to the frontal area. Since the water equivalent of the 
passing air is always proportional t6 the frontal area (the 
other stri.ctural dimensions remaifling unchanged), Kn (or Kk) 
does not change according to equations (13) and (16) and the 
transmitted heat is likewise proportional to the quantity of 
water and hence also to the frontal area (Fig. 14). 
b) The quantity of water and of transmitted heat inccase
N.A.C.. Technical Mc:orancluri Ic. 344 
factor tl:an the frontal area. 
c) Thc quantity of water and of transmitted. heat increase 
slower than the frontal area. 
s:ccial case is when the quantity of water rer.'ains con-
stant. For this case, the e±'ect of changing the frontal area 
On tho cooling action is shown. by Fig. 14 on the radiator with 
tubes having a cross-section 6 x 6 mm 2 and. a length (depth of 
core) of l00 mm, with an air veloc i tX of 10 rn/s and a quantity 
of water of M = 10000 kg/h, whereby -thc other relations cor-
respond to the radiator mentioned in section 2. The heat trans-
mitteci per unit o± frontal area decreases, in this case, as 
the frontal area is increased. If the quantity of water de-
creass with increasing frontal area, the effect on the trans-
mittèd ht is naturally increased. 'n any case, the character 
of the curve depends largely on the means employed for 
keeping the water in motion.
5. The velocity of the air stream in front of the radiator 
has the greatest effect on the cooling action, as follows, from 
equation(4a), (ia), (17), and (18). 
•	 Fig. 15 shows the effect of the air velocity in the case 
o± the radiator with square tubes 6 x 6 mm2 , 100 mm depth of 
core, 1 m 2 frontal area, 10000 kg/h of water and under the 
other conditions given in section 2. Likewise, Fig. 16 gives 
the customary. practical irnensions for square tubes in the log-
aritbmic scale. It shows that an approximation formula of the 
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form
Q=AWfT	 (36) 
cannot be established for square tubes with constant r, but 
that r can, nevertheless, be assumed constant for quite wide 
velocity ranges.
Wf 2 20 50 rn/s 
r = 0.5 0.7 0.85 (about) 
This is facilitated by experiments with engine and radiator 
combined. 
6. The effect of the quantity of water flowing through 
(as shown by Fig. 17, for the square-tube radiator also taken 
as an example in the above section at 10 rn/s air velocity in 
front of the radiator) is considerable for small quantities of 
water,, but grows continually less important with increasing' 
quantities of water, as ordinarily used inautomo'oile radiators. 
With "thermosyphon" radiators using only small quantities of 
water, we must therefore calculate on a diminished cooling 
effect.
7. The effect.of the air density in front of the raaiator 
is shown by Fig. 18, for the above-described square-tube radi-
ator with unchanged air velocity, quantity of air and tempera-
ture of both air and water. The transmitted heat increases 
nearly in a ,
 direct proportion to the increasing density, allow-
ance for which must be made in aircraft radiators (in which, how-
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however, the low air temperature partially offsets the effoct 
of the low air pressure) and in automobile radiators in elevated 
countries. 
8.The temoeratures of the inflipgair and water, as 
shown by Figs. 19-20, for Square-tube radiators at constant air 
velocity, air density and quantity of water, have but little 
effect on the characteristic Kk, so that the transmitted heat 
under otherwise unchanged conditions is nearly proportional to 
the differences in the entrance temperatures. 
It could. also be demonstrated that, with the known lawe of 
fluid flow and heat transmission, the heat abstraction by tubu-
lar radiators in an air current above the critical velocity 
can he very accurately calculated; that, for shprt-tube radia-
tors, these laws apply approximately even at subcritical veloci-
ties; that the radiation is small and that intermediately cooled 
areas of the practically occurring order of magnitude are al-
most equivalent to the directly cooled areas. 
Although individual problems ( that is, heat abstraction 
by deep radiators at small air velocities and the laws of heat 
transmission for water) require further elucidation through 
individual researches and although experimental confirmation of 
the results appears desirable, the characteristics of tubular 
radiators may, however, be thus satisfactorily determined, so 
far as requisite for practice.1 purposes.
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A subsequent investigation will have to do with thc problem 
of the best dimensions for a radiator, which will satisfactorily 
abstract th heat, with the snaliest weight and minimum air re-
sistance and at the lowest cost of production. 
Translation by Dwight L. Miner, 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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